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             We present a quantum public-key cryptosystem for quantum message  
transmission based on a classical NP-complete problem related with finding  
a code word of a given weight in a linear binary code.  
 
 
A generator matrix G for a linear code C is a k by n matrix for which the rows 
are a basis of C. The parity check matrix H of C satisfies 0=TGH . For every 
error )( je , Tjj Hes )()( = is called the syndrome of )( je . A Goppa code ),( gLΓ is a 
linear error-correcting code that is defined with Goppa polynomial )(zg [1]. There is 
a fast algorithm for decoding Goppa codes, but the general problem of finding a code 
word of a given weight in a linear binary code is NP-complete. Based on this, similar 
to that suggested by McEliece in classical cryptology [2] and the method suggested in 
[3], we present here a quantum public-key cryptosystem with classical computational 
security based on NP-complete problem. 
 
A quantum message is a sequence of pure states. Without loss of generality, we restrict our 
attention to the encryption and decryption of a pure state. Suppose G is a generator matrix of 
a Goppa code, SGPG =′ , where S is an invertible matrix and P is a permutation 
matrix. We choose G′ as the public key and ( PGS ,, ) as the private key. The encoding 
and decoding process are: 
 
I. Encoding 
Alice uses Bob’s public key G′ to encrypt the state ∑
m
m mα as below: 
  1. Compute:  
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GmmmU αα 0ˆ ,  
where the symbole 
i
 represents the state of a register with i  qubits, and the 
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unitary operator GU ′ˆ is defined as  
nknkG
GmsmsmU ′⊕=′ˆ ; 
∑∑∑ ′=′′′⊕=′ −′−
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GmGmGGmmGmmU ααα 0ˆ ,  
where the unitary operator −′GUˆ is defined as  
nknkG
sGsmsmU −′ ′⊕=−ˆ ,  
the matrix −′G is a generalized inverse matrix of G′ . Because G′ is a full row 
rank matrix, there exists −′G that satisfies kIGG =′′ − . This is the condition that 
one can get ∑ ′
m
nm
Gmα from ∑
m
km
mα .  
  2. Compute:  
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and send it. 
 
II. Decoding 
Bob uses his private key ),,( PGS to decrypt the state coming from Alice: 
  1.Compute: 
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  2.Compute:  
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where the unitary operator HUˆ  is defined as  
kn
T
nknnH
mHsmsmU −− ⊕=ˆ . 
  3. Measure the second register to get )( js , and find )( je  via the fast decoding 
algorithm of the Goppa code generated by G ; 
  4. Compute:  
∑ ∑=⊕
m m
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me mSGemSGU j αα )()(ˆ , 
 where the unitary operator )(ˆ jeU is defined as:  
n
j
ne
emmU j )()(ˆ ⊕= .    
  5. Compute:  
∑
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αα 0ˆ
,  
where the unitary operator −GUˆ is defined as:  
knknG
mGsmsmU −⊕=−ˆ ; 
and compute: 
    ∑∑∑ =⊕=
m
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m
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mSmSmSGmSGmSmSGU ααα 0ˆ , 
where the unitary operator GUˆ  is defined as:  
knknG
ssGmsmU ⊕=ˆ . 
  6. Compute: 
∑ ∑∑ =≡ −−
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mmSSmSU ααα 11ˆ . 
Then Bob gets the state coming from Alice. 
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